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Case?: Selection

The previous exercise was conducted *ith ideal paramefers. Foi-a mor6 
-'

realistic situation, selection must be used- There is 100% selection against
homozrygous-recessive offspring. If offspring are recessive (if ttreyreceive two
mutated alleles), they will uever live long enough to reach a reproductive age;

offspring that are either heterozygous or homozygous dominant will survive
long enough to reproduce

Because selection can leod to the eliminatton of ceitain alleles, it
will be necessary to have actra alleles (indu cards) in the event of
death of an offspring.

Follow the sameprocedure as theprevious exencise, with one difference: If
offspring is produced with the genolype aa,this offspring will noJ survive;
eliminate the alleles from the population. To maintain population size, you
must produce two surviving offspring. If two alleles are eliminated draw
two new alleles from the extra cards.

Repeat the procedure for a total of five generations, selecting against

homozygous-recessive offspring in each generation. Record the genotypes

after every generation in the Analysis section.

Combine your fifth generation results with the rest of the students' fifth
generation results and record in the Analysis section.

Below CaseZin theAnalysis section, calculate the allele frequencies after

five generations of random mating.

Case 3 : Ileterozygote Advantage

The previous exercise showed how selection against homo4ygous recessive

individuats clearly alters the allelic &equencies in a population. Another form
of selection that operates within a gene pool is diseases, zuch as a deadly

form of malaria, that affect homozygous dominant individuals more severely

than heterozygotts individuals. The heterozygote is therefore favored in a

population.

Since selection can lead to the elimination of certain alleles, it will
be necessary to have extra alleles (index cards) in the event ofdeath
of an offspring.

Follow the sarle procedure, eliminating homozygous-recessive
individuals as before. In addition, if a homozygous-dominant individual is

produced, flip a coin. If the result is heads, the offspring dies; if it is tails,

the offspring survives.

Repeat the procedure for a total offive generations. Record the genotypes

after every generation in the Airalysis section.
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